SPEED ICON
HS4 Face Mask
High Strength Spring Stainless Steel; thinner and lighter, high
performance face mask improves sight-lines and field vision for the
athlete.
Quick Release™
Face mask attachment that disengages with a simple press of a
button.
Quick Change Liner Attachment System
Removable padding system with screw-in caps, designed for
ease-of-use when removing or inserting pads.
NuBuck Overliner
Removable, moisture-resistant liner cover with antimicrobial
properties built-in to protect the product. Provides
comfort and stability.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
PSIP
AIR FIT LINER
VINYL FRONT POCKET
FIVE-YEAR SHELL WARRANTY

For more information: Contact your Riddell sales representative or call 1.800.275.5338
NO HELMET CAN PREVENT SERIOUS HEAD OR NECK INJURIES A PLAYER MIGHT RECEIVE WHILE PARTICIPATING IN FOOTBALL. Do not use your helmet to butt, ram or spear an opposing player. This is in violation of the football rules and
such use can result in severe head or neck injuries, paralysis or death to you and possible injury to your opponent. Contact in football may result in CONCUSSION-BRAIN INJURY which no helmet can prevent. Symptoms include: loss
of consciousness or memory, dizziness, headache, nausea or confusion. If you have symptoms, immediately stop playing and report them to your coach, trainer and parents. Do not return to a game or practice until all symptoms are
gone and you have received MEDICAL CLEARANCE. Ignoring this warning may lead to another and more serious or fatal brain injury.

SPEED ICON InSite

+5,000,000

INSITE TRAINING TOOL

Only football helmet manufacturer with a head impact
database of more than 5 million on-field impacts.

INTERACTIVE ONLINE PLATFORM
Riddell InSite Training Tool (ITT) is a web-based data
center that uses a sabermetric approach to athlete
protection at all levels of play.

IDENTIFY COACHING OPPORTUNITIES
Programs may use ITT to proactively influence player
behavior through training techniques and practice
plans and move their program and athletes forward
using interactive Coaching Tools.

INFORM YOUR PRACTICE PLAN
Incorporate your practice plan to gain a
greater understanding of when your athletes
may be subject to head impact exposure.

MORE DATA, MORE WAYS TO SHARE
ITT is a simple to use online tool that can
be accessed by sideline staff at home or
on the road.

How InSite Training Tool Works
IMPACT

ANALYZE

An impact occurs and the Player Unit
five-zone sensor pad quantifies it.

The instrumented helmet evaluates whether the
hit is above the threshold levels and collects
Head Impact Exposure (HIE) data.

If an impact or sequence of impacts exceeds a
predetermined threshold, an alert is transmitted
from the Player Unit and displayed on the Alert
Monitor in real time.

ACT

COLLECT

EVALUATE

The team staff utilizes actionable
information during practices and games.

ITT builds interactive player impact
profiles on a web-based platform.

Utilize actionable information during
practices and games.

TRANSMIT & ALERT

Riddell InSite alerts the sideline to significant single or multiple impacts that MAY result in a concussion. Riddell InSite is NOT a medical device. Riddell InSite is NOT a protective device and it does not protect against injuries. Riddell InSite does not diagnose concussions and is not intended to be used
as a diagnostic tool. For proper performance, the Riddell InSite Alert Monitor must be used within fifty (50) yards of the instrumented players. Refer to the instruction manual accompanying the Alert Monitor for recommended usage.
WARNING: NO HELMET CAN PREVENT SERIOUS HEAD OR NECK INJURIES A PLAYER MIGHT RECEIVE WHILE PARTICIPATING IN FOOTBALL. Do not use this helmet to butt, ram or spear an opposing player. This is in violation of the football rules and such use can result in severe head or neck injuries, paralysis or
death to you and possible injury to your opponent. Contact in football may result in CONCUSSION-BRAIN INJURY which no helmet can prevent. Symptoms include: loss of consciousness or memory, dizziness, headache, nausea or confusion. If you have symptoms, immediately stop playing and report them to
your coach, trainer and parents. Do not return to a game or practice until all symptoms are gone and you have received MEDICAL CLEARANCE. Ignoring this warning may lead to another and more serious or fatal brain injury.

